ACCESS DOORS REMOVED FOR CLARITY

LIFTING DETAILS:
CABLES NEED TO BE ADJUSTED, TO
ENSURE THE UNIT IS LEVEL WHEN LIFTED.

NON LEVEL UNITS WHEN RIGGID WILL PLACE
TOO MUCH STRESS IN LIFTING POINTS AND BASE
FRAME WHICH RESULT IN FAILURE

USE ALL LIFTING POINTS

LIFTING DIAGRAM

CONTROL PANEL ACCESS DOOR

ELECTRICAL INPUT ACCESS

NOTE:
1. ADAPTAPE UNIT FLOOR IS NOT DESIGNED TO BE WEATHER TIGHT AND IS RECOMMENDED TO SIT ON
STEEL DUNNAS ABOVE THE FINISHED ROOF.
2. REFRIGERATION STUBS ARE ONLY AVAILABLE AS SIDE ACCESS AS SHOW.

LIFTING JIG

RIGGED CABLE ROPE

RIGGED CABLE ROPE
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AIR EXHAUST...

LIQUID AND SUCTION CIRCUITS DETAILS

SCALE 1 : 9

ADP-M0021-L0012
2800 7/8 1-5/8 1/2 1-1/8 64.3 80.0

ADP-M0021-L0012
2800 7/8 1-5/8 1/2 1-1/8 77.9 100.0

ADP-M0021-L0032
2800 1-5/8 1-5/8 7/8 1-1/8 86.8 100.0

LIFTING JIG

RIGGED CABLE ROPE

RIGGED CABLE ROPE